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SUBJECT: SLAP AN BAX AN FIS AN SPRAY OTHERS NOT YOU JUDGEMENT #01 
 
WRIT #01 
 
PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS MAVRIXA, MATRIXA, PROXIMA, HIGHERISTZU 
GOD versus THE STATE OF FLORIDA COURT SYSTEMS, THE STATE OF FLORIDA, 
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY COURT, HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, INTERNATIONAL 
STATES, OVERSEAS STATES, THE WHOLA OV THE STATES, TOWNS, CITYS, 
MUNICIPALS, FIRMS, CORPORATIONS, AN ORGANIZATIONS IN ME EARTH, 
EARTHSZ, EARTHSZZZZZZ, THE MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS AN ABOVE, MATRIX 
OV MATRIX, PROXIM, SETATS, AN THE PUBLIC 
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Hello to the Whola ov you: 
 
ME IS PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, 
MAVRIXA, MATRIXA, PROXIMA AN GLOURIOUSNESSESSESSEZZEZZ OVA 
DUMZZZZZZZZZZ (GOD). THIS EARTH BELONG TO ME AN NO OTHER CAN SAY IT 
BELONG TO THEM. NO ONE AN NO THING IS HIGHER THAN ME IS.  ME IS THE 
MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AN FINAL MAVRIXA, MATRIXA, PROXIMA, OF LIFE, 
OVER ALL LIFE AN LIVING, OVER ALL BREATHING, AN OVA ALL BLOWING IN AN 
OUT, OVER ALL ESISTENCES AN AREA, AN OVER ALL DEATH, AN ANYTHING IN 
BETWEEN AN AFTER. ME IS THE MAVRIXA, MATRIXA, PROXIMA, CORPUS 
CHRISTIE, ABOVE THE WHOLA OV THE MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS, MATRIX OV 
MATRIX, PROXIM, SETATS, STATES/COUNTRIES, MUNICIPALS, TOWN, CITY, AN 
COMMUNE/COMMUNITIES. ME IS ABOVE ALL COURT HOUSES, ALL 
ORGANISATIONS, ALL CORPORATION, ALL FIRMS, ALL EDIFICOUS, ALL 
EDIFICIOUS AN ABOVE, AND SO ON IN THIS EARTH, ALL EARTHSZZZZZZ, ALL 
CHREATIONSZZZZ AN NONCHREATIONSZZZZ, AN ALL ESISTENCESZZZZZZ 
UNDER ME AUTHORITIESZZZZZZ. 
  
This judgement is for Me Children an only Me Children who live in this Earth and All Me Earths 
an the whola ov Me Earths areas an Me other areas an existences an esistences above an below. 
 
THIS JUDGEMENT BEGIN FROM THE ORIGINE OV ME PAULETT ANGELLA 
HEMMINGS TIME IN THE WHOLA OV EVERYTHING AN WHOLA OV EVERYWHERE 
THAT EXIST INCLUDING THIS NATURAL EARTH AN STATES. THIS JUDGEMENT IS 
ALWAYS IN EFFECT AN ALWAYS IN AFFECT AN IS ALWAYS TURN ON 
 
There is no judging an no court judge an no court proceedings ongoing in Me Court Houses 
anywhere in the States, Towns, Cities, or Municipals. The whola ov the Court Houses that exist 
is Me Children Court Houses where they live. The only function ongoing is the court houses 
everywhere is those Me approve in Me doc an Me give to each of you since January 2017 to now 
to do. 
 
Florida State Court System give a copy of this to State of Florida an Florida Department of State. 
 
Every One can slap others that is not them an the devels will stand an dont move 
Every One can box in the face others not them in the face an the devels will stand an dont move 
Every One can fis tump and fis punch others that is not them  
No kind of gun or weapon is to eva use when or after fis tump and fis punch at no time 
No kind of knife mus eva use at no time when or after fis tump and fis punch 
No kind of weapon can eva use at no time when or after fis tump and fis punch 
No kind of explosive can eva use at no time when or after fis tump and fis punch 
No kind of sword can eva use at no time when or after fis tump and fis punch 
No kind of sharp object can eva be use at no time when or after fis tump and fis punch 
No gun an no bullets mus Eva be sell or give to others 
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Every one can use the black pepper an salt an blue powder mix together and throw on the other 
or sprinkle on any others or spray on others that is not them at any time 
 
Pepper spray is allow an any One mus spray an use on others that is not them an mus sell to Any 
One at all times 
 
Teargas is allow an any One mus spray an use on others that is not them an mus sell to any One 
at all times 
Pepper spray others that is not you at any time an use to protect you 
 
Teargas others that is not you at any time an use to protect you 
 
No girl and boy relationship mus fight each other. If there is fighting with each other, the devels 
is into the relationship. Boil about one handful of Cerassee for about fifteen minutes on medium 
fire, an the pot with the Cerasee must be bubbling up from start to finish. You is to take many 
Cerasee hot bath an soak an relax an sap sap the whola ov you for about one hour. Add some 
cold water to the hot bath so the water do not burn your skin. 
 
Pour about one cup of the juice in a bottle an full up the bottle with warm water or holy water if 
you can get it. Then after you wash with soap an shampoo an shower off or have your sprayer 
bath while you is into the shower, pour the bottle with the boiled Cerasee juice from your head to 
your toes an foot bottom an into your pussy an cocky an batty hole after you is done with your 
sprayer. You is also to drink the green juice Cerassee or boil Cerassee with no sugar an no milk 
an no salt an no sweetener at least four times a day an drink two or more mouth full each time. 
Also use the shoe black red flowers or the small Eyebiscus red flowers after you boil it an it did 
bubble up for about six minutes an the red colour is transfer to the water. Put some of the boiled 
juice in the fridge an drink many times a day an night. Also use it in your hot bath or your warm 
shower.  You is to warm the juice an add water to it an pour in a bottle then pour all over you 
including your hair if possible, if you cant pour it on your hair and head then wet the rag with the 
juice an sap the warm juice on your forehead an on your neck back an wash your eyes, an nose, 
an ears an face with the juice.   
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        Jamaica Cerassee - the ripe fruit and the seed can be eat 
 
You can pour a bit of the juice into your two ears an into your nose. You is to stop your breath an 
pour into one nose then let it run out the other nose. Then pour into the other nose an let it run 
out the other nose. Then say Me is into Me clean out an you say this four times every time you 
bath or shower. Also say where Me live is clean out and you say it four times. You can also say 
Me children is clean out an Me family is clean out an everything for Me is clean out. You is 
always to say good and right words to you an about your family an generations so it happen. 
You can also use the boil bissy leave, or the boil bissy nut, or cola nut  or leaves or pine needle 
or boil the brown pine cone or boil ucalyptus leave or juice the ucalyptus leave an use in the 
same way. Before you come out ov the shower, an the bath, use a rag to rub off the whola ov 
your body, then scrub your foot bottom with the Pumice rough stone or use a different type ov 
rough stone to scrub your foot bottom. After you bath or shower, rub the whola ov your body 
including your foot bottom with the lotion an rub the hair oil on your scalp, as your scalp mus 
neva be dry. Never use soap, bubles, or shampoo into the hot or warm bath tub with the escent 
(Earth Scent) juice. The soak in the juice will remove the dirt or dust from your body. You can 
also take the hot or warm bath when you know your skin is not dirty. 
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Pumice Stone 
   
You can also fry these plant leaves in the oil you us e to cook like the coconut oil, corn oil, olive 
oil, sunflower oil, or canola oil. You is to fry the leaves like how fish is fry by turning the leaves 
over an over in the hot pot with the oil an wait for the leaves to get brown then strain in a metal 
bowl. When cool, an pour the oil into a bottle an drink one mouth full of the oil every day an also 
use this essence oil to rub on the whola ov your skin after you put on the skin lotion. Do this 
every day for about three to six month. If your relationship do not get better, you is to separate 
from each other. You can also use the ganja leaves or ganja plant to boil an soak an drink an rub 
all over your body. Always use the leaves to bathe an soak even after you separate from each 
other. Going to school an develop your mind how you is to talk an how you is to understand can 
also help your relationship to get better. 
 

    
     Ganja plant 
 
Use the juice from the plants above to wipe the table, counter, floor, an also wipe the rug and 
carpet with a wet mop, as this will protect an keep where you live clean ov them. You can also 
add some of the juice to a small bowl of water an pour in your washing water an your rinsing 
water for your clothe. 
 
You is also to know that there are many devel woman an man that marry an is into long or short 
relationship with those who is natural an real an flesh an not devels. Therefore, you can pour the 
salt an pepper together or mix the salt an pepper with a little blue powder then sprinkle on them 
an see if they cant move or if them is acting not normal. If them is acting not normal or if them is 
stuck to one spot them is devels an you mus tell them it is best if you take a break from each 
other for a while an you never go back into any relations with them. You is also to slowly get out 
of the relationships with others they are friends with as most of their friends will also be devels 
and not normal, as they are wearing others they say is dead an you do not know they can do 
those things that is so extremely wrong and wicked. 
 
Prince Charles of the British, of Great Britain, of Britain, of England, of united kingdom mus 
neva eva carry the sword he has into his waist and the sword go from one side to the other into 
the slit he has put into Me children skin he is wearing. 
 
Prince Charles of the British, Great Britain, of Britain, of England, of united kingdom mus neva 
eva use any kind of sword that exist or esist. 
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Any One or other that hide this judgement an not give to Me Children an Any One or others that 
use any force against Me children who is using this judgement an using what they must use mus 
be arres an arrest for four months an pay the charge of Sixteen Thrilliant Dollars to Me Children 
for the first time they violate this Judgement an the charge is double the next time they violating 
any One and continue to go up double if they continue to violating. Me Children an any One mus 
get their judgement money from the State where this happen an also the State where they live no 
more than two weeks after any happen or happening ov violate or violating.  
 
Because devels exist it is a normal thing to slap an box an thump an spray an throw things on the 
devels that mus neva be in Me areas and in what is fe Me. None of the throwing an fis thump an 
slap an box an spraying, an sprinkling, an using the teargas an the pepper spray is fighting. When 
two or more talking and arguing loud or not that is not fighting. Everyone is to argue. Argue is a 
normal format in higher education an in the PHD dissertation, as you mus talk about your 
feelings and what you know. You have to open your hearing to listen an understand the other you 
is talking to. The devels usually get into your talking, into your mouth, and into your brain an 
talk out ov your mouth with their brain and connect your brain to theirs for you think the talking 
an the thinking is from you. The devels do many wrongs to you and the others talking, and they 
bring many others to interrupt you and to cause many Wrongs.  

These wicked devels make both those that is right an those that is Wrong. Those they make 
Wrong they use to destroy those they make right. These devels Faden/patent or make weapons 
and sharp object to destroy one another an they use explosives on each other. They are the Ked, 
Keds, Kid, Kids. They also Faden/make the Wiki an the Wikis and those were made right, and 
they use the others to destroy them and to use them to do many Wronga Banga they is not to do. 
They faden/make the Wikids two way with right an wrong in them. They also Faden/make the 
Wiked, Wicked, Wikeds, Wikid, Wikids and many others. The word wicked is them. Them is 
from the Colon and them is the Colonial that put Me Children into this Earth into slavery an 
destroy. Them is also the Colone, the Dupe, Wale, Whale, Tunde, Pole, an the Police. The big 
whales in the Florida SeaWorld water parks is them SAME DEVELS. According to Fiona 
Conner of the US Sun, a Seaworld employee and trainer name “Dawn was dragged into the 
water by the orca - who had already killed two other people in separate incidents - in the attack 
in February 2010.  Her death stunned the world as she was seen as the 'poster girl' of SeaWorld. 
Some experts have since speculated that the highly intelligent animal may have been driven mad 
in the confines of captivity - and the tragedy put a new focus on animal welfare at the park”. 
(https://www.the-sun.com/news/4327618/heartbreaking-story-seaworld-trainer-dawn-brancheau) 
12/23/2021 update 12/25/2021 

In another report by Patrick Knox of the US Sun, he said “Kasatka, a 30-year-old orca, was said 
to have been agitated by hearing her calf call out when she yanked Ken Peters and pulled him 
underwater at the attraction in San Diego, California. Cameras at the park show Peters giving 
Kasatka a kiss from the side of the pool. If everything had gone to plan he was to have then dove 
down before being triumphantly lifted out of the water on the whale’s nose. But when his head 
broke the surface, it was clear something had gone terribly wrong. As he tried to stand, as the 
crowd clapped, he started to flail wildly because Kasatka had bitten his foot. As shocked 
audience members looked on, the killer whale suddenly dove deep into the pool, pulling Peters 
with it, leaving him fighting for his life and air. The trainer was held underwater twice by the 
5,000lb beast as it grabbed his foot and dove down for less than a minute each time. Kasatka 
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eventually let him go but he suffered a broken foot and punctured wounds”. 11/15/2021 
(https://www.the-sun.com/news/4069495/seaworld-killer-whale-tries-drown-trainer) 

 
THE WHOLA OF these docs must be distribute to all states, city, home owner associations, 
businesses/commerce, municipals, town, schools, organizations, banks, colleges, courts, 
libraries, United Nations, religious organizations, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, embassies, 
consulates, missions, TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, an more. The State Court of 
Florida office employees is to inform the public about Me website address and to distribute this 
doc, so the public and whola ov Me children can get it. Tell them to go to 
http://wwwnaturalearthforall.com for more info about what they need to know. They is also to go 
to http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall to also get the info connecting to the Articles and 
Me other docs on Me web page that they must know. 
 
These docs must be share with friends an family near an far, and put in the National gazettes, 
State gazettes, City gazettes, Town gazettes, Municipal gazettes, Newsletters, State Journals, and 
other Journals. This info must also be put in the National Registry, Register, National Archives, 
Records Management, Registrar Generals and similar registry. 
 
 
THIS IS THE END OF THIS JUDGEMENT # 01 
 
Yours Truly, 
 
Paulett Hemmings 
 
Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings PHD 
THE MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV 
MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV MAVRIXAS OV 
MAVRIXAS 
THE MATRIX OV MATRIX OV MATRIX OV MATRIX OV MATRIX 6 TIMES INTO THE 
MATRIX OV MATRIX OV MATRIX OV MATRIX OV MATRIX OV MATRIX OV 
MATRIX OF MATRIX 26 TIMES  
PROXIMA OV PROXIMA OV PROXIMA OV PROXIMA OV PROXIMA OV PROXIMA 
OV PROXIMA 6 TIMES 
 


